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ABSTRACT: To better understand the wetting of cross-linked polydime-
thylsiloxane (PDMS), we measured advancing and receding contact angles of
sessile water drops on cross-linked PDMS as a function of contact line
velocity (up to 100 μm/s). Three types of samples were investigated: pristine
PDMS, PDMS where oligomers were removed by toluene treatment, and
PDMS with an enriched concentration of oligomers. Depending on the
velocity of advancing contact lines and the contact time with water, different
modes of wetting were observed: one with a relatively low contact angle
hysteresis (Δθ ≈ 10°) and one with a larger hysteresis. We attribute the low
hysteresis state, called the lubricated state, to the enrichment of free oligomers at the water−PDMS interface. The enrichment of
oligomers is induced by drop contact. The kinetics of the transition to the lubricated state can be described by adaptation theory.
PDMS adapts to the presence of water by an enrichment of free oligomers at the interface and a correlated reduction in interfacial
tension.
■ INTRODUCTION
Thewetting of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) by water has been
widely studied. One reason for this interest is the application of
PDMS in, for example, a household sanitary environment or as
an electric insulator. Although the material is hydrophobic with
contact angles in the order of 90°, cross-linked PDMS can take
up to ≈30 mM water when in contact with water. Water
molecules diffuse with a diffusion coefficient of 2.5 × 10−9 m2/s,
which is of the same order of magnitude as the self-diffusion
coefficient of water.1,2 Despite the fact that the wetting of PDMS
has been studied intensely, reported advancing and receding
contact angles vary significantly depending on the specifics of
preparation, pretreatment, contact time with water, and velocity
of the advancing or receding contact lines. The aim of this paper
is to better understand dynamic advancing, θa, and receding
contact angles, θr, on cross-linked PDMS surfaces. How do θa
and θr depend on the velocity of the advancing and receding
contact line and how do the functions θa(v) and θr(v) adapt to
the exposure to water?
In general, contact angles depend on how fast the contact line
moves. The two most well-known descriptions of dynamic
contact angles are the hydrodynamic and molecular kinetic
theories.3−5 Hydrodynamic models explain the velocity depend-
ence of the advancing contact angle by assuming that viscous
dissipation caused by flow within the corner in front of the
moving contact line dominates. The shear stress in the wetting
ridge diverges upon approaching the contact line. This
divergence can be circumvented by defining a lower cutoff
length, typically of molecular size. In this microscopic regime,
slip between the solid and liquid is allowed. Molecular kinetic
theory (MKT) assumes that the motion of the contact line is
governed by the dynamics of the molecules in the close vicinity
of the three-phase contact region, that is, the region where the
surface, liquid, and gas phases meet.3 The driving force for the
contact line to move is an out-of-equilibrium surface tension;
γLV(cos θ
0 − cos θ) where γLV is the liquid−vapor interfacial
tension, θ0 is the equilibrium, and θ is the dynamic contact
angle.6 Thermally activated adsorption/desorption processes of
the molecules occur at the advancing/receding side of a moving
drop. The velocity-dependent contact angles are modeled in
terms of the “jumping” distance and frequency, two parameters
which depends on the system’s inherent cohesive and adhesive
forces.7 Both hydrodynamic and MKT models are often able to
reproduce measured dynamic contact angles.8 However, the
fitting parameters may not always fit realistic expectations, that
is, the lower cutoff length can be far below 1 Å or the jumping
frequencies can be surprisingly high or low. In particular, both
theories do not predict significant changes in contact angles for
capillary numbers below 10−4;6,9−11 and the capillary number is
the velocity of the contact line v multiplied with its viscosity η
and divided by the surface tension of the liquid, γ: Ca = ηv/γ.
Lately, another model was proposed, taking into account a
wetting-induced adaptation of surface energies, so-termed
adaptive wetting.12 In the case of cross-linked PDMS, there is
already experimental evidence for adaptation. When PDMS is
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hydrophilized, for example, by exposing it to corona discharge or
an oxidizing plasma, it recovers its hydrophobicity when aging in
air for few hours or days.13 Aging in water does not recover
hydrophobicity.2,14 This recovery is explained by the diffusion of
residual silicone oligomers which are not cross-linked and which
remain in the PDMS.15,16
Here, contact angles are measured optically while volumes of
sessile drops were increased and decreased. The sessile drop
method is the most common method to determine contact
angles. As it turns out, the accessible contact line velocities are
susceptible to the adaptation of cross-linked PDMS to water.
Instead of well-defined dynamic advancing and receding contact
angles, PDMS shows two advancing contact angle plateaus
under drop inflation and a minimum receding contact angle
before the plateau for drop deflation, spatially dependent on the
pre-exposure to water.
■ METHODS
Synthesis of Test Surfaces. Three types of PDMS surfaces were
studied. The PDMS was either used as prepared (pristine PDMS, still
containing 4−5 wt % free chains), “dry” (free chains were removed by
washing with toluene and drying), or “lubricated” (adding 8 wt % free
PDMS chains).
Pristine PDMS was prepared using cross-linked Sylgard 184 PDMS,
mixed at a 1:10 weight ratio (1:10 g) of cross-linker-to-vinyl-
dimethylsiloxane, respectively, in a 20 mL vial stirred at ca. 60 rpm,
for 2 min. The base (part A) contained dimethyl siloxane,
dimethylvinyl-terminated, dimethylvinylated, and trimethylated silica,
tetra(trimethoxysiloxy) silane, and ethyl benzene. Volatile organic
content is 8 g/L. The curing agent (part B) contained dimethyl,
methylhydrogen siloxane, dimethyl siloxane, dimethylvinyl-terminated,
dimethylvinylated, and trimethylated silica, tetramethyl tetravinyl
cyclotetra siloxane, and ethyl benzene. This is a three-component
system that includes a base, curing agent, and catalyst. The third
component, which is part of the curing agent, comprises of a metal-
centered catalyst that promotes cross-linking. This is a platinum
complex which promotes a hydrosilylation reaction between the
methylhydrogen siloxane and the terminal vinyl groups in the curing
agent and the base formulation, respectively.17 Glass slides of 170 μm
thickness were rinsed with ethanol and exposed to an oxygen plasma
(0.4 bar) for 5 min at 300 W (Femto, Diener Electronic, Germany).
After spin-coating the cross-linker-vinyldimethylsiloxanemixture (1000
rpm for 60 s, ramped up in 15 s), samples were cured in a heated oven at
60 °C for 18 h. The PDMS coatings had a thickness of ≈60 μm as
measured by cross-section analysis in scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The magnification error of SEM can range from 5 to 10%, and
this reported thickness should be taken within an order of the reported
magnitude.
Dry PDMS surfaces were obtained by soaking the as-prepared
pristine PDMS samples in excess toluene (1 glass slide, 2 × 6 cm2 at 60
μm thickness in 100 mL of toluene) for 24 h. Oligomers in the eluent
were analyzed by chromatography, see below. The washed samples
were then dried in vacuum at 1 mbar for 72 h. The saturation vapor
pressure of toluene is 37.5 mbar, and the lower-than-saturation pressure
applied for an extended time should thus be sufficient for solvent
extraction. The amount of free oligomers was determined by weighing
samples before and after PDMS extraction. Free oligomers were
extracted from within the PDMS matrix, accounting to between 4 and
5% by weight.
Lubricated PDMS samples were prepared as pristine PDMS, except
that we added 8 wt % unreactive PDMS oligomers (Mw = 2000 g/mol, μ
= 20 cSt, methyl-terminated, Aldrich) during the blending of cross-
linkers and vinyldimethylsiloxane monomers. The molar mass of
oligomers added was aligned to the molecular weight of the free
oligomers in pristine PDMS, as shown in Figure S1. The “dry” and
“lubricated” PDMS surfaces serve as benchmarks for understanding the
dry-to-lubricated adaptive nature of pristine PDMS.
Gel Permeation Chromatography. Gel permeation chromatog-
raphy experiments were performed using an Agilent Technologies 1260
instrument consisting of a pump, autosampler, and column oven. As an
eluent, toluene was used. A column set consisting of three columns:
SDV 106 Å, SDV 104 Å, and SDV 500 Å (PSS Standards Service
GmbH, Mainz, Germany), all of 300 × 8 mm and 10 μm average
particle size was used at a flow rate of 1.0 mL/min and a column
temperature of 30 °C. The injection volume was 100 μL. Detection was
accomplished with a refractive index detector (Agilent Technologies).
In order to reproduce the measurement, each sample was injected
twice. Data acquisition and evaluation was performed using PSS
WINGPC UniChrom (PSS Polymer Standards Service GmbH, Mainz,
Germany). Calibration was carried out using the universal calibration
method with polystyrene standards provided by PSS Polymer
Standards Service GmbH (Mainz, Germany) and the Mark-Houwink
coefficients for PDMS in toluene.
Wetting and Contact Angle Analysis. Dynamic contact angle
measurements were performed in the sessile drop configuration under
variable volumetric flow rates. Fitting of dynamic contact angles and
contact line displacements were performed using the automated
program provided by the manufacturer: SCA20, Dataphysics. We have
made use of the “Sessile DropNeedle In Algorithm”, with dynamic
contact angles fitted via an ellipse. The ellipse-fitting method was
chosen because of its accuracy in determining contact angles within our
operating range (90−120°) and drop volume (5−25 μL). All data
(including controls) were analyzed using this method for consistency.
Readers should be aware of potential differences in measured contact
angles with the use of different fitting methods (ellipse, tangent, Young-
Laplace, etc.) in order to avoid misinterpretation.18−21 To ensure
defined flow rates, a custom-built nanoliter-resolution pump was
specifically designed, with a range of flow rates between 50 nL/s and 2
μL/s (Methods, Supporting Information). We inserted a bent needle
(fluoro-treated) from the back of the drop to minimize needle-induced
asymmetric distortions of the drop shape during inflation or deflation.22
As a result, the left and right contact angles perfectly overlaid. The
repeatability of the experiments was verified at least 3 times on
independent experiments, with two contact angles measured during
each run (6 data measurements per graph). Errors in measurements
typically fall within ±1° and are smaller than the symbol sizes in the
figures. All experiments were performed with an initial drop size of ca.
2.5 μL; we chose a minimal starting volume to avoid evaporation effects
between drop formation and the start of drop inflation. The initial 0.5
μL needed to reach 3.0 μL allows the drop to achieve its maximum
dynamic advancing contact angle. Typically, we truncated all graphs
from 3.0 μL onwards to remove the minute differences that were
induced by human inputs from 2.5 to 3.0 μL.
Velocity and Displacement Analysis. How is the contact line
velocity related to the flow rate? As the volume of the drop was
increased/decreased at a constant volumetric rate, (V̇), the contact line
velocity, v, was not constant. At a constant contact angle, it scales with v
∝ V−2/3V̇. When increasing/decreasing the drop volume, the contact
line velocity decreases/increases (Figure S2). Deviations from this
scaling are caused by changes in the contact angle. Experimentally, the
velocities determined were based on actual video measurements. We
are able to automatically measure the displacement of the contact line
based on the videos, which can then be step-wise evaluated as
velocity−volume plots. A range of absolute v do exist throughout the
entire inflation−deflation cycle. However, we present the average
contact line velocity, v̅ selected over both advancing and receding
segments of the contact line velocity profiles. These were abstracted
while considering (1) similar drop volumes, (2) excluding sharp
velocity fluctuations, and (3) averages over at least a domain of 3 μL.
The mean contact line velocity v̅ was determined by averaging the
advancing (<500 nL/s) or receding (≥500 nL/s) velocities in the
velocity−volume graphs (without jumps in velocity that are induced by
contact angle variations). Error bars presented in average contact line
velocity represent deviations within one inflation−deflation cycle.
Notably, v̅ did not change significantly between inflation and deflation
unless the contact line was temporally pinned.
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In this work, the key variable is either more appropriately represented
as velocity or displacement. A displacement analysis experiences lesser
noise, but the former is integrated better into the adaptive wetting
equations that we will later describe. In addition, volume, as presented
remains one typical representation in these dynamic contact angle
measurements. The contact angle/volume and contact angle/
velocity−displacement data will be presented in either the main
manuscript or the Supporting Information. These are the exper-
imentally accessible data sets. To convert these into an improved
intuition for contact time, we convert these to contact line velocities for
the evaluation of adaptive wetting.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Dry and Lubricated PDMS. Dry and lubricated PDMS
represent the two limiting cases. On a dry PDMS surface (Figure
1a, red squares), the advancing contact angle observed during
inflation is θa = 119−120° (dashed red line) at a slow volumetric
inflation−deflation rate (50 nL/s). During deflation, the contact
line was pinned. As a result, the contact angle dropped
continuously until a volume of 4 μL was reached. After
depinning, the contact angle decreased with a reduced slope and
reached a value of 87° at a volume of 3 μL. On a lubricated
PDMS surface (Figure 1a, yellow circles), the contact line
advanced at a lower angle (θa ≈ 110°). When decreasing the
volume of the water drop, the contact line first pinned. The
contact angle linearly decreased until it reached 104°.
Decreasing the volume even further, the contact line depinned
and receded at a constant contact angle of θr = 104° at ≈7.5 μL.
Then, θr only slightly decreased until it reached a value of θr =
101° (dashed yellow line) at a volume of 3 μL.
Contact angle hysteresis, Δθ = θa − θr, on the lubricated
PDMS,ΔθL = 10± 1°, was much lower than that on dry PDMS,
ΔθD = 32 ± 3°. We attribute the reduced contact angle
hysteresis to an enrichment of oligomers near the PDMS−water
interface. The presence of excess liquid oligomers leads to lower
contact angle hysteresis, as expected of a highly mobile liquid-
like interface.23 In contrast to the lubricated state on slippery
liquid-infused porous surfaces (SLIPS),24 no free layer (>100
nm) of the lubricant exists on PDMS (Figure S3). They are
primarily soft elastomeric surfaces that experience reorganiza-
tion of surface chemistry (and energy) upon wetting. The reason
for a slight change in the receding contact angle of lubricated
PDMS is less clear and we can only speculate.
To observe dynamic changes in contact angles at higher flow
rates (500 vs 50 nL/s), we needed to increase the maximum
drop volume from 8 to 25 μL to expand the domain of
observation. On dry and lubricated PDMS (Figure 1b), the
wetting behaviors were qualitatively similar to the ones observed
at slower inflation−deflation rates. Dry PDMS showed an
advancing plateau θa of 119−120° (dashed red line). While
deflating, the contact angle decreased linearly until the contact
line depinned at V = 15 μL, θr = 90°. Continuing to decrease the
volume resulted in a further decrease in the contact angle,
although with a lower slope. On lubricated PDMS, the
advancing contact angle θa slightly decreased from 112 to
110° when increasing the volume to 25 μL. Then, the contact
line was pinned until the volume was decreased to ≈20 μL.
Between 20 and 10 μL, the receding angle was θr≈ 100° (dashed
yellow line). Again, contact angle hysteresis was greatly reduced
on lubricated PDMS, indicative of the presence of a mobile
liquid-like interface. Thus, advancing and receding contact
angles on dry PDMS are qualitatively similar irrespective of
contact line velocity. The same holds for lubricated PDMS.
Pristine PDMS.At a low inflation rate (50 nL/s), the contact
line begins to advance at an angle θa = 119° (Figure 2a).
However, it decreased to θa = 113° when the drop volume
exceeded 4 μL and stayed almost constant up to the maximum
volume of 8 μL. The transition between both plateaus was
accompanied by a non-monotonous change in the contact line
velocity (Figures S4 and 2c,e). The contact line velocity
increased from approximately 4 to 6 μm/s during the transition
followed by a decrease to 3.2 ± 0.4 μm/s. The presence of the
transition does not depend on the initial drop size.
We interpret the changes in θa from 119 to 113° by the
reorganization and migration of oligomers from the pristine
PDMS matrix to the solid−liquid interface. Notably, pristine
PDMS contains a significant concentration of free oligomers
(measured here at 4−5% by weight), in agreement with previous
investigations.25,26 Upon wetting of PDMS with water, the
interface adapts from a dry to a lubricated state. This is evident
from the decreasing contact angle hysteresis after the transitions,
which hints of liquid-like surface lubrication (Figure 1). During
wetting adaptation, the migration of oligomers is sufficiently fast
to influence the contact line during its advancing motion. Thus,
the moving contact line first interacts with a “dry state” before
later interacting with a “lubricated state”.
This “lubricated state” persists throughout the receding half-
cycle. After expanding the drop to 8 μL, the volume was
decreased at the same rate of 50 nL/s. The linear decrease in the
Figure 1.Contact angle of water on dry and lubricated PDMS at low and high contact line velocity. (a) Contact angles measured at low flow rates (50
nL/s correspond to an average contact line velocity of 3−4 μm/s). (b) Contact angles observed at high flow rates (500 nL/s correspond to an average
contact line velocity of 30 μm/s). Three separate readings were taken; only representative curves are presented for clarity. The standard errors are
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contact angle before reaching a volume of 6.6 μL was due to
contact line pinning (Movie M1). The contact line then started
to move at an almost constant contact angle of 105°. Such a high
receding contact angle is interpreted as the presence of a
“lubricated state” (Figure 1). This hints that the PDMS surface
dynamically adapts to the presence of the water drop. This
adaptation accounts for the transition between a higher dry θa of
119−120° to a lower lubricated θa of 113°, as observed in Figure
2a,c,e. Thereafter, the drop recedes on the lubricated state.
Pristine PDMS shows a different behavior at a high inflation
rate (500 nL/s), corresponding to high mean contact line
velocity (v̅ = 30 μm/s). Throughout the entire advancing half-
cycle, θa remained high at 119−120° (Figure 2b,d,f), similar to
the dry state, as shown in Figure 1. During the receding half-
cycle, the contact angles resemble those of water in contact with
dry PDMS until a volume of 15 μL, reaching a minimum contact
angle of 95°. This was followed by an increase in receded θr that
plateaus at 100°, akin to lubricated PDMS, as shown in Figure 1.
This close matching of the respective contact angles for pristine
PDMS (Figure 2) with those of dry PDMS (Figure 1) hints that
the surface remained in its dry state during the entire advancing
phase and during the initial receding phase. After the drop
Figure 2. Contact angle of water on pristine PDMS at low and high contact line velocity. (a) Contact angle measured for a low flow rate (50 nL/s,
corresponding to an average contact line velocity of 4 μm/s). (b) Contact angles measured at high flow rates (500 nL/s, average contact line velocity of
30 μm/s). Although the advancing contact angles almost remain constant, the receding angles pass through a minimum. (c,d) Contact line velocities
during drop inflation−deflation experiments for flow rates of 50 and 500 nL/s, respectively. These contact line velocities are derivatives of the video-
captured contact line displacements, which were recorded at low (e) 50 nL/s and high (f) 500 nL/s flow rates of drop inflation (green) and deflation
(orange) respectively. Green symbols-advancing half-cycle. Orange symbols-receding half-cycle. (g) Confocal microscopy image (XZ plane) of a liquid
drop of water, cyan (dyed with ATTO 488, 10 μg/mL) on PDMS with a magnified inset. The reflection signal is colored in red.
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volume decreased below 15 μL, the drop experienced a
lubricated surface. Despite the evidence of the so-termed
“lubrication”, these surfaces should not be confused with
standard SLIPS as no visible wetting ridges (up to 1 μm in
resolution) can be discerned (Figure 2g).
At high deflation rates, depinning is characteristically
accompanied by a peak in the contact line velocity (Figure
2d) caused by pinning. The peak increases with the flow rate,
most likely because of the reduced time allowed for adaptation
and transition to the lubricated state. Thus, pristine PDMS
displays both wetting states within a single measurement cycle.
In summary, for low inflation rates (Figure 2a,c,e), a sufficient
amount of oligomers migrates toward the PDMS−water
interface during drop inflation, which leads to lubrication during
the advancing half-cycle (starting at ≈4.5 μL). For high flow
rates (Figure 2b,d,f), the contact line advances and recedes
quickly (v̅ = 30 μm/s), which leads to lubrication only during the
receding half-cycle (starting at 15 μL). The occurrence of
lubrication is time- and contact-dependent. Therefore, depend-
ing on the relative contact line velocity, the lubrication transition
can occur within either the advancing/receding cycle. Therefore,
we have a dry state with θa = 120° and θr ≤ 95° and a lubricated
state with θa = 113° and θr ≈ 100° (Figure 3).
In the PDMS represented in Figure 3, we schematized the
lubricated state (not to scale). PDMS represents an organogel
that is partially infused with oligomers, albeit at low
concentration. The concentration of the oligomers in the
pristine state is homogeneous but can be enriched at the
interface during wetting.
Conditions for Adaptation-Induced Lubrication. In the
following, we focus on pristine PDMS surfaces in order to
provide a deeper insight toward their nature of adaptation. By
increasing the flow rate from 50 to 200 nL/s, the average contact
line velocity increased from v̅ = 4 ± 1 to v̅ = 14 ± 2 μm/s
(Figures 4a,b and S4). In all cases, an initial wetting plateau
occurred at ≈119−120°. Then, the advancing contact angle
decreased to a value of ≈114°, corresponding to the lubricated
state. The end of the plateau is shifted to larger volumes with
increasing flow rates. For a flow rate of 200 nL/s, this shift occurs
at above 8 μL. At initial contact line velocities of≫10 μm/s, the
contact line seems to advance faster than the rate at which the
lubrication layer forms (Figure S4). Here, the contact line
advances only over the dry state. The receding contact angle
plateaued between 104° (50 nL/s) and 102° (200 nL/s). Thus,
before the contact line recedes, the surface is able to adapt. This
adaptation allows the contact line to recede through the
lubricated state with a θr plateau at ≈103°.
When we further increased the flow rate from 150 to 300 nL/s
(and the observable drop volume to 25 μL), corresponding to v̅
= 11± 1 to 15± 3 μm/s, the transition to the lubricated state in
the advancing half-cycle is shifted to higher volumes (Figure 4c,
green squares and orange hexagons). We propose that, at higher
inflation rates of 500 nL/s and higher, the contact line advances
faster than the rate at which the lubrication layer can form.
The hypothesis is further supported by the observation that at
even higher contact line velocities (Figure 4d, 500 nL/s, v̅ > 20
μm/s), no lubricated state was detected anymore during contact
line advancement (Figures 4d and S5). In fact, the surface does
not completely adapt before commencing the receding half-
cycle. Therefore, the drop begins to recede within its dry state. In
contrast to flow rates up to 300 nL/s, where contact lines
receded at contact angles of 101−104° (V = 5 μL) in the
lubricated state, the receding contact angle was initially pinned
(Figure 4c). The pinning delay is characteristic of a dry state
interaction. Only after reaching a drop volume of 15 μL, at
approximately 30−35 s of contact exposure and a contact angle
of 95°, did the contact line depin. The receding half-cycle then
continues in the lubricated state. θr rises and plateaus at 100°.
This minimum in the receding contact angle persists throughout
further increments in volumetric flow rates and contact line
velocities (Figures 4d and S5). We confirmed this by varying V̇
between 500 and 2000 nL/s for maximum drop volumes of 25
μL. When increasing the flow rate further, the receding contact
angle follows the “dry” graph (Figure 1) to even lower drop
volumes (Figure 4d) before the contact line started to move. For
V̇ = 2000 nL/s, theminimumof θr = 85°was reached at a volume
as low as 10 μL. A continuously decreasing minimum was
observed before finally rising to form the stable, lubricated 100°
plateau (Figure 4d). This transition was accompanied by an
increase in contact line velocity (Figures S5 and S6, Movie M2).
At our maximum inflation−deflation rate of 2000 nL/s, a
second effect was observed: the receding contact angle increased
from a final 97−101° in the last stages of deflation between V = 7
and 5 μL. This phenomenon was observed in all experiments,
also on both sides of the symmetrical drop.We speculate that the
flow rate is so high that the retracted drop still experiences elastic
stress on its PDMS−water interface after the rapid retraction
(almost 300 μm/s, Figure S5). At this point, we would like to
mention that the motion observed here is different to the stick-
slip motion observed on very soft PDMS (static shear modulus
G = 265 Pa27 vs 0.62 MPa here) before.28
Prewetting and Formation of the Lubrication Layer.
This velocity-dependent change in contact angle raises two
questions: do oligomers cloak the water drop and reduce surface
tension of water? Does the enrichment of free oligomers
(lubricant) at the water−PDMS interface change the interfacial
tension?
Three experiments were carried out to elucidate the presence
of free PDMS at the water−air and the water−PDMS interface.
• To find out if oligomers adsorb to the water−air interface
and reduce the surface tension of water, inflation−de-
flation cycles weremeasured with a single drop and reused
and redeposited (up to 8 μL) over three separate spots on
a pristine PDMS surface (Figure 5a). The measurements
fall on top of each other. Throughout all three cycles, the
dry (119°, dashed red line) and lubricated (113°) states
were present. Thus, no surface-active substance cloaks the
test drop.
Figure 3. Sketch of dependence of the contact angle of pristine PDMS
on the inflation−deflation rate. At high inflation−deflation rates (>500
nL/s), the advancing (θa)/receding (θr) contact angles resemble those
on PDMS not containing free oligomers (dry). At low inflation−de-
flation rates, the advancing/receding contact angles resemble those on
lubricated PDMS (free PDMS chains are not to scale).
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• To gain further insight into the formation and decay of the
lubricated state, we placed fresh water drops on a specific
spot on pristine PDMS (Figure 5b). The first
inflation−deflation cycle revealed the normal dry-to-
lubricated transition (Figure 5b, red circles). Then, the
drop was removed. A second fresh drop was placed at the
same spot after 5 min. The second cycle only showed the
lubricated plateau (Figure 5b, yellow triangles). The
presence of the water drop enriches oligomers at the
interface during contact.24,29,30 This lubrication layer does
not depart with the water drop during deflation. When,
however, waiting for 120 min before placing the next
drop, a third cycle demonstrated full dry-to-lubricated
transition and a recovered dry state (Figure 5b, orange
squares). This indicates that oligomers slowly diffuse back
into the polymer matrix when exposed to an ambient
environment, thus going back to the dry state.
• This result was verified using a modified pendant drop
measurement. A drop of water (30 μL) was deposited
upside down on a pristine PDMS surface. The drop shape,
hence surface tension, was continuously measured for 10
min and the shape was evaluated using the Laplace
equation. The surface tension did not change from its
initial 72−73 mN/m (Figure 5c,d) over this entire
duration.
Why does the presence of water enrich oligomers at the
solid−liquid interface? The migration of oligomers toward the
water−PDMS interface can arise because of two effects. First, a
mechanical stress is exerted at the contact line balancing the
surface tension of the liquid, inducing an effective under-
pressure31 and sucking up oligomers. Second, it is energetically
favorable for oligomers to enrich at the water−PDMS interface.
The first is a contact line effect while the second is a contact area
effect.
For the contact line effect, forces exerted by the liquid contact
line on the solid have a normal component of γLV sin θ
0, where θ0
is the actual contact angle. For a θ0 of 90°, this represents a force
per unit line of 72−73 mN/m.32 Assuming that the force is
distributed over an effective width of 10 nm,33 the force per unit
area exerted on PDMS underneath is 7.2 MPa. As the contact
line moves over PDMS, it is hypothesized to pull out oligomers
during travel. As a first approximation, the amount of liquid
oligomers extracted from the PDMSmatrix at a given position is
inversely proportional to the contact line velocity.
One key explanation for the decreasing advancing contact
angle upon adaptation is a spontaneous enrichment of oligomers
at the water−PDMS interface. Such an enrichment is likely,
considering that unreacted end groups of pristine PDMS are
composed of asymmetrical CC bonds with CH2 tails. Such
differently terminated PDMS oligomers of varying chain lengths
may possess different effective surface energies under specific
orientation.34 Shorter chain lengths also experience greater
influence from terminal groups. Thus, if oligomers saturate at
the interface, they can form a PDMS surface with lower
interfacial tension (γSL
lub) during wetting-induced lubrication.
During this reversible enrichment process (also termed
adaptation), we observe two distinct time scales: (1) adaptation
time and (2) relaxation time. The relaxation time needed for
returning to its original pristine state far exceeds the adaptation
time (typically by 2 orders of magnitude). The coexistence of
two time scales hints strongly at the occurrence of adaptation
instead of mechanically driven viscoelastic dissipation which is
governed by only one response time.35 Essentially, these
observations cannot be explained by viscoelastic energy
Figure 4. Influence of contact line velocity (inflation−deflation rate) on dynamic wetting. (a) Inflation−deflation rate V̇ was used to directly control
contact line velocity of the moving drop. The dashed line serves as a guide to the eye. (b) Contact angles measured at flow rates of 50, 75, 100, and 200
nL/s. (c) Increasing the maximum drop volume to 25 μL enabled observation of the spatial transitions within the advancing half-cycle up to a flow rate
of 300 nL/s. A receding peak appeared at 500 nL/s. (d) At 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 nL/s, the receding peak occurred at receded drop volumes of 15,
12, 10, and 8 μL, respectively.
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dissipation in PDMS alone because the viscoelastic properties of
PDMS do not depend on the presence of water.
Wetting Adaptation Theory. To check whether dynamic
contact angles can be described by the adaptive wetting model,
data obtained from instantaneous velocity and dynamic
advancing contact angles were fitted.12 The adaptation model
is based on the assumption that surfaces spontaneously change
their material properties under the presence of wetting
liquids,4,6,8,36,37 giving rise to variations in interfacial tensions.
These changes in interfacial chemistry influence the dynamics of
contact lines and thus the dependence of the contact angles on
velocity. As a first approach, wetting adaptation can be treated by
first-order kinetics: γi(t) = γi
∞ + Δγi e−t/τi. γi stands for the
respective liquid−solid γLS, solid−vapor γSV, and liquid−air γL
interfacial tension.12 τi is the characteristic relaxation time of the
adaptive process. This implies exponentially relaxing interfacial
tensions.12 Implementing the adapted interfacial tensions into
Young’s equation γLV cos θ = γSV − γSL gives rise to velocity-
dependent advancing (θa) and receding contact angles (θr).
We fitted our entire data set of advancing contact angles
versus contact line velocities. Advancing (θa) contact angles and
the corresponding instantaneous contact line velocities (va)
were determined from dynamic wetting experiments. From the
advancing curves, local contact line velocities were taken from
the entire contact angle domain (plateaus and transitions). The
experimental data set consists of θa from 110−123° and the
respective instantaneous advancing velocities va of 3−100 μm/s
(Figure 6).
When water is in contact with PDMS, the instantaneous
interfacial tension is denoted by γSL(t). We assume that water
contact enriches oligomers at the interface, thus decreasing
interfacial tension to a new equilibrium value γSL
∞ . Assuming first-
order kinetics, this relaxation can be described by
t( ) e tSL SL SL
/ SLγ γ γ= − Δ τ∞ − (1)
Here, τSL characterizes the adaptation time for the enrichment
of oligomers at the interface.ΔγSL = γSL0 − γSL∞ is the change in the
solid−liquid interfacial energy. In the case of wetting-induced
lubrication, it can also be represented as ΔγSL = γSLdry − γSLlub. The
force balance leading to Young’s equation is relevant only for a
width lSL around the contact line (also called peripheral length).
Thus, the relevant interfacial tension can be expressed as
Figure 5. Lubrication layer formation on pristine PDMS. (a) Repeated use of a single drop over 3 cycles on fresh locations (circle, triangle, and square)
results in identical values for the contact angle during inflation and deflation. Flow rate: 50 nL/s. (b) Water was inflated and successively deflated at an
identical drop location. Time between measurements: 5 min between the first (circles) and second (triangle) measurement. The time between the
second and third (square) measurement is 120 min. Flow rate: 50 nL/s. The maximal volume decrease in the second cycle is attributed to evaporation
losses (1−2 μL) during the waiting time (5 min). The time between the second and third (square) measurement is 120 min. Flow rate: 50 nL/s. The
first and third cycles are aligned for representation. (c) Pendant drop of water was first tested up to 35 μL (oligomer-free, clean) using the dynamic
surface tension measurement technique. The same drop was deposited onto a PDMS surface for 2 min before being remeasured (oligomer-infused,
dirty). (d) Alternate dynamicmeasurement of a pendant drop (directly on PDMS) was used to gauge if surface tension changes over a period of 10min.
Drops in (a,b) were removed and deposited using a hydrophobized needle nozzle. No sliding of the drop on the substrate took place. Every drop was
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t( ) e v vSL SL SL
/SLγ γ γ= + Δ∞ − (2)
Here, v is the actual contact line velocity while vSL = lSL/τSL
characterizes the adaptation velocity of the solid−liquid
interface. The characteristic adaptation velocity, vSL, represents
the critical contact line velocity needed for transitioning from
the dry to lubricated states. During infinitely slow steady-state
advancement of the contact line, Young’s equation is
cosLV a SV SLγ θ γ γ= −
∞ ∞ ∞ ∞
(3)
To consider adaptation, we replace γSL
∞ by the actual interfacial
tension given by expression 2. This leads to an expression for the
velocity-dependent advancing contact angle θa











Experimental advancing contact angles could be fitted with eq
4, as outlined in Figure 6. We fitted eq 4, assuming that θa
∞ =
110°, that is, cos θa
∞ =−0.36. Both data sets containing averaged
and instantaneous contact line velocities were analyzed. For the
interfacial tension of water, we used γLV
∞ as 72 mN/m. This
allows us to obtain the adaptation velocity vSL = 4.7 μm/s and
the adaptation-induced change in the PDMS−water interfacial
tension, ΔγSL = +11.5 ± 1.0 mN/m. The obtained adaptation
velocity is close to what we estimated from the contact line
velocities at low inflation velocities, as shown in Figure 2. If the
contact line velocity is significantly faster than 4.7 μm/s (≥200
nL/s at >10 μm/s), adaptation is too slow and the contact line
advances in its unadapted state. An adaptation velocity of 4.7
μm/s corresponds to an adaptation time of τSL = 2.1 ms,
assuming an adaptation length of lSL = 10 nm. Assuming an
adaptation length of lSL = 100 nm leads to an adaptation time of
τSL = 21 ms. It could be speculated whether diffusion of water
into the PDMS bulk causes wetting adaptation. However, the
fast diffusion of water in PDMS, 2 × 10−9 m/s2, should result in
adaptation times within a few nanoseconds, that is, several
orders of magnitude faster than what is observed experimentally.
The value of the adaptation velocity may thus depend sensitively
on the concentration and size of remaining oligomers in the
PDMS matrix. Thus, it is likely dependent on the preparation
and exposure history of the sample.
In the adaptation model, contact with a wetting drop induces
exponential relaxation of interfacial tension (solid−liquid).
During receding, we should have an analogous effect. The
“solid” adaptation velocity vS may be different from the
“solid−liquid” adaptation velocity vSL. However, because of
contact line pinning, it is unclear whether the high contact line
velocities after depinning are caused by adaptation, by slip, or by
a combination of both. Therefore, we did not fit data from the
receding curves. To check whether dynamic contact angles can
also be described by conventional hydrodynamic (Cox-Voinov)
and molecular kinetic (MKT) models, we fitted our data sets
using both theories. As far as we know, hydrodynamic theory
cannot account for the wetting-induced lubrication transition.
For instance, fitting our data with the Cox-Voinov model results
in invalid values as it is typically utilized for high capillary
numbers (Supporting Information, Figure S7).4,5 We also tested
our results against the molecular kinetic theory,38,39 yielding
values under a comparatively poor fit for a friction coefficient of
74 μN s/mm2. With an assumed hopping distance of 1 nm, the
hopping frequency is 55 kHz (Supporting Information, Figure
S8). An alternative recently proposed by Perrin et al. described a
unified model including both hydrodynamics and thermal
activation over defects.40,41 The main difference between
adaptive wetting and the approach in Perrin et al. lies in the
understanding of defects. Perrin et al. assume that the defects do
not change in course of the experiment and can be characterized
by their height, width, distance, and strength.40 These
parameters do not change because of the presence or absence
of water. In contrast, adaptive wetting assumes that the substrate
can change because of contact with the drop.12 This implies that
the presence of the sessile drop changes the height, width,
distance, and strength of a defect. Perrin’s model was fitted over
four parameters and provided the fit parameters of a transitional
capillary number of 1.7 × 10−6, a defect spacing of 1 nm, and a
static contact angle of 125° (Supporting Information, Figure
S9). So far, thesemodels are unable to provide reasonable results
(physical realism) for describing wetting-induced lubrication.
■ CONCLUSIONS
To describe the wetting of pristine PDMS by water, one needs to
consider that the surface adapts. Dynamic advancing contact
angles depend on velocity of the contact line. Receding contact
angles depend on the time the surface had been in contact with
water. For PDMS, results indicate that adaptation of the
solid−liquid interface is caused by trapped oligomers in the
polymer matrix that were pulled out from the PDMSmatrix. The
oligomers induce a reversible transformation from the dry to the
lubricated wetting state. After the drop is removed, the
oligomers slowly (several minutes) diffuse back into the bulk
phase. This long residence time of oligomers would also explain
why previous experiments were often difficult to interpret:
measured contact angles depend on the history of a sample. This
scenario should be generic, that is, holds for all surfaces
containing mobile molecules or containing dangling ends,
particularly for soft polymeric solids. The presence of oligomers
at the interface results in the formation of a PDMS surface with a
net lower surface tension. Wetting adaptation may thus unveil
previously unknown contributions to changes in dynamic
contact angles and contact line hysteresis on chemically and
topologically homogeneous ideal surfaces.
Figure 6. Advancing contact angle vs. mean contact line velocity
measured for water on pristine PDMS. Experimental contact angles
(symbols) were fitted with eq 4. An experiment involving a prewetted
spot (unfitted) is highlighted as a blue, marked data point for reference.
Fits were achieved using all measured contact line velocities and contact
angles collated from experimental data. The advancing adaptation
velocity, vSL is 4.7 μm/s. For reference, the capillary number has been
included in the alternate x-axis.
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